Asymmetric transmission (AT) has significant applications in optical polarization control. In this paper, we propose a kind of periodic nanoslit rather than the protruding planar structures, such as G-shaped structure and coupled split-ring resonators, to realize the AT effect. The planar periodic obliquely intersecting nanoslits (OINs) in the gold film, composed of gratings with an infinite length and tilted nanoslits with a finite length, are proposed to realize the AT effect by performing the finite element method. Obvious dips in the AT spectra result from the circular localized surface plasmon resonance around the two terminals of the tilted nanoslits and from the surface plasmon polariton resonances on the film and in the gratings or tilted nanoslits. In addition, the AT effect strongly depends on the geometric parameters of the OINs. The film can be straightly powered on as an in-plane electrical conductor, which broadens its applications in optoelectronic devices. Overall, these results are beneficial in designing devices to achieve AT for polarization transformation.
INTRODUCTION
During the past several years, many interesting electromagnetic properties have been shown in chiral metamaterial, such as circular dichroism [1] [2] [3] , negative refractive index [4] [5] [6] , and asymmetric transmission (AT) effect [7] [8] [9] [10] . The AT effect was found for the first time in metamaterial by Fedotov et al. [11] . Their study indicated that the AT effect is related not only to the direction of wave propagation but also to the polarization states of incident waves. In consideration of the strong interaction between electromagnetic waves and chiral metal structures, AT is a consequence of acquiring different polarization state waves from illuminating the same polarization state waves in opposite directions [12] [13] [14] [15] . This interesting phenomenon is widely applicable in the design of polarization transformers and optical devices [16] [17] [18] .
At present, many complex 3D structures have been studied to generate the AT effect upon excitation of circularly polarized waves. The AT effect of helical plasmonic nanostructures is a consequence of introducing spatial asymmetry in helical chiral nanostructures [19, 20] . Moreover, layer-by-layer structures have been introduced to produce the AT effect from electromagnetic coupling between adjacent layers [21] [22] [23] . Preparing helical or multilayer chiral metamaterials by bottom-up and top-down fabrication technologies leads to a complicated process [24] . Therefore, planar structures generating the AT effect, such as G-shaped structure, coupled split-ring resonators, and chiral fish scale structure, have become research hotspots [25] [26] [27] . The planar structure is easier to fabricate than multilayer structures, and metal films with nanoslits can confine localized electric fields along the nanoslits. Thus, designing nanoslits in a film could help elucidate the mechanism behind the AT effect and could exhibit promising applications.
In this paper, we propose planar obliquely intersecting nanoslit (OIN) arrays in a gold film to generate the AT effect. The OINs consist of gratings with an infinite length and tilted nanoslits with a finite length. Calculation results from the finite element method show that strong AT signals occur around resonance wavelengths. The AT effect arises from the different responses of the circular localized surface plasmon (LSP) resonances around the two terminals of the tilted nanoslits or the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) on the film and in the gratings or tilted nanoslits under excitation by different polarized lights. In addition, the AT effect is related to the geometric parameters of the OINs, such as the angle between the gratings and tilted nanoslits, the widths of the gratings and tilted nanoslits, the thickness of the OINs, and the periods of the OINs. The OIN arrays are easy to fabricate, and, compared to the protruding planar structures, such as G-shaped structure and coupled split-ring resonators, OIN arrays can be directly powered on as specific electrodes, which broadens its applications in polarization and optoelectronic devices [28] [29] [30] . Figure 1 shows the schematic and the geometric parameters of the OIN arrays in the gold film. The dielectric function of gold is obtained from the experimental data of Johnson and Christy [31] . Lights transmit in the −z direction as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The unit is presented in Fig. 1 (b) with periods P x and P y in the x − y plane. The thickness of the film is t. The single grating has a width of w 0 . The single tilted nanoslit has a width of w and a length of l. The angle between gratings and tilted nanoslits is β.
STRUCTURE AND COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
In the study, the transmission spectra and AT spectra are achieved using the 3D finite element method with software COMSOL Multiphysics. There are two perfectly matched layers whose purpose is to decrease the reflection to zero, located at the bottom and top of the whole structure, respectively. In order to build infinite periodic arrays of the OINs in space, two series of periodic conditions have been set along the x direction and y direction, respectively. The minimum mesh size of OINs is set as 0.9 nm, which satisfies the COMSOL stability criteria.
The total transmission coefficient is defined as T represent transmission coefficients of transmitted LCP waves and transmitted RCP waves, respectively. Similarly, the same principle applies to LCP incident waves propagating along −z direction. There are two parts existing in the transmitted waves when one state of the circularly polarized wave is incident, so the total transmission of one polarization state can be described as
Thus, the AT effect can be described as
Equation (3) means that the value of AT under excited circularly polarized lights along −z direction is opposite to that of z direction. For clear and concise expression, we discuss only the condition of circularly polarized light illuminating along −z direction.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2(a) shows the transmission spectra of the OINs under circularly polarized excitation with the following parameters: P x P y 500 nm, t 200 nm, w 0 w 50 nm, l 300 nm, and β 60°. Three obvious peaks at λ I 960 nm, λ II 780 nm, and λ III 690 nm in the transmission spectra are denoted as modes I, II, and III, respectively. The different values of T −z − and T −z − lead to the AT effect, and the conversion efficiency under excited RCP light is larger than that under LCP light, giving the AT value a negative value. Figure 2(b) shows the AT spectrum of the OINs with the same structural parameters as those in Fig. 2(a) . Three dips are observed around the three modes mentioned above.
To explore the AT mechanism on the OINs, the current and electric field distributions of the OINs at modes I, II, and III are shown in Fig. 3 . The color represents the electric field strength. The magenta and gray arrows represent the electric current distributions. The yellow arrows represent the main electric current distributions of the OINs, and the equivalent magnetic dipole moments are labeled bym. The different modes have been investigated by different section views, as shown in the bottom right corner of Fig. 3 . Figure 3(a) shows the current and electric field distributions of mode I in the x − y plane under LCP light excitation. A strong electric field is distributed in the gratings and tilted nanoslits. The circular current flows in the x − y plane around the two terminals of the tilted nanoslits, which form two opposite equivalent magnetic dipolesm along the z axis. Hence, mode I attributes to the LSP resonances around the two terminals of the tilted nanoslits. A strong electric field is mainly distributed in the tilted nanoslits under RCP light excitation, whereas the current mode is the same as that under LCP light excitation, with the exception ofm being in the opposite direction, as shown in Fig. 3(d) . To obviously understand the results of AT, we calculated the electric field difference, ΔE E LCP − E RCP , in Fig. 3(g) , where ΔE is the difference in electric field distribution between the LCP and RCP light excitations. The current and electric shows that the electric field difference is mainly located in the gratings and has the opposite values in the upper and lower halves of gratings. In Figs. 3(c) and 3(f ), the strong electric field of mode III is distributed in the tilted nanoslits. Due to the maximum electric field distribution, the section view of mode III is chosen as the bisector of the acute angle (β) between the gratings and tilted nanoslits. The spread of SPP from the top surface of the film to the tilted nanoslits generates the AT effect. The direction of equivalent magnetic dipolem is perpendicular to the section view of mode III. Meanwhile, the directions ofm under LCP and RCP light excitations are opposite. In Fig. 3(i) , the obvious difference in ΔE is shown along the tilted nanoslits. Given the difference in refractive index between the resonance cavities of the nanoslits and the top surface of the OINs, the resonance wavelengths of modes II and III need to consider both the periods and thickness of the OINs. Mode II mainly attributes to the spread of SPP along the x direction on the top surface and in the gratings. The resonance wavelengths of mode II can be described as
where n ts represents the effective refractive index of the top surface of the film, and n s represents the effective refractive index of the nanoslits of the OINs. P 0 x , P 0 y , and t 0 represent the effective SPP oscillation length of the periods and thickness of the OINs. Mode III attributes to the spread of SPP on the top surface of the OINs and in the tilted nanoslits, which is closely related to the periods in the x and y directions. Therefore, the resonance wavelengths of mode III can be described as
To investigate the influences of OIN structural parameters on the AT effect, Fig. 4 shows the color map of AT values when β changes from 0°to 90°. As a result of achiral structure, the AT value becomes zero when β 0°and β 90°. The map obviously shows that mode I red shifts while modes II and III blue shift as β is increased from 0°to 90°. Mode I is formed by the circular LSP resonance at the two terminals of the tilted nanoslits. Thus, the effective magnetic dipole oscillation length increases with the increase in β, causing the red shift of mode I. Modes II and III result from the spread of SPP from the top surface of the OINs to the gratings and tilted nanoslits, respectively. The maximum areas of the gratings and tilted nanoslits in the x − y plane are reached when β 90°. The effective refractive index of the OINs decreases as the area decreases from β 0°to β 90° [33] . Hence, modes II and III blue shift as β increases. With both modes I and II resonating around the 870 nm wavelength, the absolute value of AT reaches its maximum when β is around 30°. In addition, we sequentially investigate the influence of varied l , w, t, w 0 , P x , and P y of OIN arrays on AT with other parameters fixed as in the control group. The AT spectra in Fig. 5(a) show that mode I red shifts while mode II almost keeps still, and mode III blue shifts as l is increased from Research Article 280 nm to 320 nm. With an increase in l , the effective magnetic dipole oscillation length increases, thereby resulting in the red shift of mode I. The SPP mainly spreads along z direction in the gratings of mode II, so the mode II does not shift as l increases. The increased l is equivalent to the narrowed tilted nanoslits, so the effective refractive index of tilted nanoslits increased [33] . Hence, mode III red shifts as l increases. On the contrary, in consideration of the aspect ratio of l and w, mode I blue shifts while mode II almost keeps still, and mode III red shifts as w increases, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Figure 5 (c) shows the AT spectra when t increases from 180 nm to 220 nm. Mode I blue shifts while mode II and III red shift as t increases. The LSP resonance of mode I is closely related to the resonance in the x − y plane, so the increased t is equivalent to narrowed nanoslits in the x − y plane. Thus, mode I blue shift as t increases. The increase of t increases the length of the resonant cavity, resulting in the red shift of mode II and mode III. As shown in Fig. 5(d) , the w 0 is increased from 40 nm to 60 nm. Modes I and II blue shift, while mode III does not shift as w 0 increases. The increase of w 0 decreases the effective magnetic dipole oscillation length around the two terminals of tilted nanoslits, so mode I blue shifts as w 0 increases. Moreover, the effective refractive index of tilted nanoslits decreases when w 0 increases, causing the mode II blue shift. Given that mode III is principally attributed to SPP resonance along the z direction in the tilted nanoslits, the increase of w 0 does not affect SPP in tilted nanoslits, and mode III does not shift.
To investigate the effect of the period on the AT spectra, we vary the periods of the OIN arrays in the x and y directions. Due to the consideration of periods, the SPP spreads on the top surface of OINs coupled into the gratings and tilted nanoslits. In Figs. 5(e) and 5(f ), mode I red shifts as P x or P y increases because of the increased effective magnetic dipole oscillation length. According to Eq. (4), the wavelengths of mode II red shift as P x increases. Given that mode II formed mainly by SPP resonance in the gratings along z direction, and the gratings have infinite length, increased P y has no effect on AT. In consequence, mode II almost does not shift as P y increases, as Fig. 5(f ) shows. According to Eq. (4), mode III red shifts as P x or P y increases, which attributes to the increased effective oscillation length of spreading SPP.
CONCLUSION
The AT property of OIN arrays under circularly polarized light excitation is studied using the finite element method. The transmission spectra, AT spectra, and charge distributions of the OINs are investigated to understand the AT mechanism. Three obvious dips appear in the AT spectrum because of the circular LSPs around the two terminals of the tilted nanoslits and the spread of SPP from the top surface of the OINs to the gratings or tilted nanoslits, respectively. The different responses in the OINs of RCP and LCP light excitations generate the AT effect, which strongly depends on the geometric parameters of the OINs. Therefore, the property of OINs not only contribute to elucidating the mechanism behind the AT effect but also to designing electromagnetic devices or polarization transformers.
